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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace and Mother of Refugees, transmitted in the Marian Center of
the Holy Spirit, Cordoba, Argentina to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Dear children,

Today, together with the Chaste Heart of Saint Joseph, your Heavenly Mother has many rescued
souls in Her lap, consciousnesses that suffered decapitation and the annihilation of their lives.

Today, Saint Joseph and Your Most Holy Mother cover with Their mantles those who through the
actions of the world have been left abandoned and did not receive humanitarian assistance.

So I am asking My missionaries to continue to bear with the fire of this planetary hell that opens up
to submerge poor souls in despair and continuous pain.

Your Mother is showing you this reality so that you may learn, dear missionaries and servers of the
Plan, that the Celestial Divinity enters into the deepest abysses of the planet to close them and
establish some more time of peace.

Peace will be a reality when each of My children, in each part of the planet, labors and cooperates
with the works of service and of humanitarian aid; because it will be through the path of absolute
surrender that the part of humanity that does not want war or conflict will be able to balance the
physical and spiritual misalignments that are caused by the armed confrontations and the worldwide
acts of persecution.

The current account of this humanity is unplayable; but, dear children, the humanitarian service, the
forgetting of self in attending another, the letting go of comfort of those of Mine who pray in order
to sacrifice and give of their self for humanity will allow, I assure you, the Law of Mercy to descend
that is much needed by the whole world. 

It is for this reason, dear children, that the mission in Turkey was extended, so that the true alliance
of love and of service among beliefs and cultures of East and West could spontaneously occur.

At this time, Your Mother has need of the continuing union of the groups of prayer so that, through
the powerful fount of prayer, the missionaries can count on the necessary support and protection.

Dear children, I thank all who opened their hearts to help both missions.

It is urgent that the whole world learn to serve another. In this way, the roots of evil will be taken
away from the planet, and the hells will be closed when there are hearts willing to carry out the
Designs of the Celestial Messengers.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who uplifts you to the Consciousness of God,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Mother of refugees


